
Scenarios suggested by the Danish team: 
 
Apprentice jokes 
 

1st day at the workshop 
 
Participants 

A. an electrician’s apprentice - Mads 
B. a journeyman – Loke 
C. the employer, Thor 

 
Mads arrives, Loke is looking at a washing machine (or other machine) 
 

B. Ah, so you must be the new apprentice 
A. Yes, I‘m Mads 
B. Well, welcome to the company, I’m Loke, it’ll be my job to instruct and train you 
during your apprenticeship. 
B. How old are you 
A I’m 17 years old 
B ok, I’m rather busy right now, but could you do me a favour? 
A sure, what is it? 
B I have some problems with the current for this washing machine. Could you go 
upstairs to the boss and ask him to call the power plant and tell them they still have 
lumps in the current 
A I’ll do that 
C Ah, you are here Mads, welcome! 
A Thank you 
C What is it then? 
A Loke told me to ask you to call the power plant and complain about the current 
C Is that so? 
A Yes, he says there are lumps in the current 
C that’s just too bad! But I’m busy right now, so please tell Loke that you’ll cal them 
during your lunch, that should satisfy him 
A I’ll do that 
C Thank you 
 
Mads goes downstairs again 
 
C (with a big smile) rookies! 
 
Load laughter from downstairs 
 

Tools 
Participants 



A. an electrician’s apprentice - Mads 
B. a journeyman – Loke 
 
Loke has a bandaged right hand, he is working on a piece of equipment (radio, machine 
or similar) 
 
B. Hey Mads, my right hand is killing me, I think it’s sprained. 
A. Oh, that’s bad, can I help? 
B yes, sure. I need to use my left hand today so could you please get me the left handed 
screwdriver (depending on crafts other tools can be used like hammers and chisels as 
long as there is no special left handed versions) 
A. Where is it? 
B In the tool box of course, did you expect it to be in the fridge? 
A. No, sorry. –  
A. (speaking under his breath) he also got the wrong leg out of bed this morning, not just 
his hand) 
Mads is seaching through the tool box without finding a screwdriver that could be for left 
handed people 
A I cannot find it, sorry! 
B laughing: Perhaps you can find the brain booster? 
 
Other scenarios: 
 
An apprentice being send to a store for: 
 

 A long stand (the store keeper lets him stand for a long time) 
 Tin of elbow grease (the store keeper either laughs or even better give him a huge 

bucket of something) 
 A current reverser (there is no such thing, or similar nonsense words)  (the store 

keeper gives him a huge and heavy box to carry away) 
 
 
Electronics and electricity jokes: 
 
Take care of the earth conductor, we don’t want all the earth to drop out, that could 
damage the connection. 
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